Is Panoramic Imaging Equivalent to Cone-Beam Computed Tomography for Classifying Impacted Lower Third Molars?
Preoperative recognition of the relative position of the mandibular third molars may contribute to more reliable treatment planning, avoiding injuries and decreasing surgical and recovery times. The research questions for this study were as follows: 1) Is panoramic radiography (PR) equivalent to cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) in determining the degree of mandibular third molar impaction? 2) For PR, is the external oblique ridge a more reliable reference to determine the degree of mandibular third molar impaction? This retrospective case-series study assessed whether the imaging modalities (primary predictor variable) are equivalent in determining the degree of impaction of third molars (primary outcome variable) according to the parameters of the Pell and Gregory classification. Two oral and maxillofacial radiologists evaluated PR and CBCT images presenting at least 1 mandibular third molar. The degrees of impaction related to the ascending ramus and related to the external oblique ridge (secondary outcome variables) also were assessed. The agreement rates between PR and CBCT were presented, and the imaging modalities were compared by the McNemar-Bowker test (α = .05). A total of 173 patients were included (66 male and 107 female patients). Among these patients, 313 mandibular third molars were assessed. In relation to the occlusal plane, the agreement rate between PR and CBCT was 82.1% for Pell and Gregory class A, 90.5% for class B, and 65.6% for class C (P = .116). The overall agreement rate between the classifications in relation to the mandibular ramus on PR and CBCT ranged from 66.8% (considering the ascending ramus, P < .001) to 76.4% (considering the external oblique ridge, P < .001). PR performs similarly to CBCT in the classification of impaction in relation to the occlusal plane. However, PR shows a tendency to underestimate the space for accommodation of the third molar compared with CBCT. Furthermore, the external oblique ridge is not a reliable alternative landmark on PR.